
What is the Training & Camera Bundle?

Order 2 days of training and you will receive 

a camera with which you can deepen your 

acquired knowledge. Also available as 3 and 

4 day bundle.

NEW: Individual MOBOTIX Campus trainings can 

also be attended as online trainings.

Note: You do not have to book consecutive training 

days, i.e. you can e.g. participate in a training next 

week and then later in another training of your 

choice.

Sets Training & Camera, Lens Order numbers Price in €

Set 1 & Indoorkamera 
Mx-p71A-8DN040

Mx-Seminar-Bundle-10 599 €

Set 2 & Indoorkamera 
Mx-v71-8DN050

Mx-Seminar-Bundle-11 599 €

Set 3 & Indoorkamera 
Mx-c71A-8DN016

Mx-Seminar-Bundle-12 599 €

Set 4 & Outdoorkamera 
Mx-M26B-6D061

Mx-Seminar-Bundle-13 599 €

Set 5 & Türstation 
T26 + BellRFID + Tasten

Mx-Seminar-Bundle-14 899 €

Set 6 &

Outdoorkamera 
Mx-M73A-RJ45 + 60° 4K Tag-
Sensormodul WIDE + Blind-
modul

Mx-Seminar-Bundle-15 999 €

Set 7 &

Outdoorkamera 
Mx-S74A + S74 IO Einschub-
platine + Mx-F-S7A-RJ45+ 60° 
4K Tag-Sensormodul WIDE

Mx-Seminar-Bundle-16 999 €

Training & Camera Bundle 
Unbeatable offer: MOBOTIX Campus Training including camera at a special price!

SECURE A 
MOBOTIX CAMERA &
THE EXPERTISE



How can I order this?

1. Choose the bundle you want.

2. Order your bundle either via our website or fill out this flyer and send it to: order@mobotix.com

3. After receipt of your order, we will send you our order confirmation with order number and invoice.

4. Find your desired training on our homepage (Support/Trainings: Training calendar).

5. Register for the training by pressing “Register”. Also enter the order number there. This will link this training to the ordered bundle 
and it will be free of charge.

6. After payment you will receive your camera by post as well as our written confirmation of participation for the training.

Note: You do not have to book consecutive training days, i.e. you can e.g. participate in a training next week and then later in another training of your choice. The train-

ing “Privacy Video” is excluded from the training bundle.

MOBOTIX Partner Information:

Company name  

Seminar participants  

Contact  

Street  

City, postcode  

E-mail  

Tel.  

 I want to take the camera with me when I train.

Terms and conditions:

The products are delivered from our company headquarters in Langmeil. Prices are net plus VAT and shipping costs. Errors and omissions excepted.

   
Date Name, signature Company stamp 

MOBOTIX Partner

Order numbers Quantity  Price in €

Mx-Seminar-Bundle-10  599 €  

Mx-Seminar-Bundle-11  599 €  

Mx-Seminar-Bundle-12  599 €  

Mx-Seminar-Bundle-13  599 €  

Mx-Seminar-Bundle-14  899 €  

Mx-Seminar-Bundle-15  999 €  

Mx-Seminar-Bundle-16  999 €  

Total:  

Training & Camera Bundle


